
Figure 2: Scatter plots showing the correlation between satellite derived EVI and ground

truths biomass (fresh and dry substance, N = 20). The logarithmic regression model

showed the strongest correlation.
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Workflow to generate EVI curves from Sentinel-2 images

Comparison to in-situ biomass observations Comparison to mechanistically modelled LAI

Outlook: Comparison to LAI from RTM

Introduction

Grasslands cover a significant portion of Switzerland’s landscape, primarily serving for livestock production, but also providing many ecosystem services.

Through exposure to climate change and intensive land use such as frequent mowing and intensive grazing grasslands are increasingly threatened. To evaluate

the state of grasslands and optimize sustainable management practices, it is necessary to understand their ecological state, the management strategies and use

intensity they're exposed to. Satellite data provide a cost effective alternative to the acquisition of ground-field data, to analyse grassland on a larger scale.

This poster discusses Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) time series from Sentinel-2 images and the comparison to in-situ observations and mechanistically

modelled Leave Area Index (LAI).

Comparing radiative transfer model-based LAI retrieval with in-situ ob-

servations and mechanistic modelling for grassland growth assessment

Contact information and more on other projects in the eoa-team

Main challenges:

• (1) Field parcel shape and its translation to Sentinel-2 pixel grid: exclude adjacent pixels with other surface types

• (3) Snow, cloud and shadow removal based on Sentinel-2 Scene Classification Layer (SCL): exclude falsely classified vegetation pixel

Next steps include the comparison of the satellite derived EVI curves to Radiative Transfer 

Model (RTM) derived LAI values. A better correlation is expected as the RTM takes into 

account the full Sentinel spectrum compared to the EVI which only includes 3 of the 12 bands.

Figure 3: Transformed EVI and modelled LAI at different management intensities of the growth

period including the first cutting. To directly compare the EVI with the modelled LAI, the EVI

data has been transformed based on the logistic relationship of vegetation indices with LAI [4].

Conclusion:

The two methods can be regarded as complementary. Satellite data is depicting real

changes in biomass availability, however at a relatively coarse temporal resolution. The

modelled data is estimating grass growth based on an ensemble of variables, providing

information for periods without satellite acquisitions.

The mechanistical model ModVege [5] which is based on a set of meteorological variables

(temperature, solar radiation, precipitation, soil characteristics) at daily resolution as well

as cutting dates, has been used to model LAI under different management intensities.

• DOY 0 - 80:

relatively low LAI

• DOY 80 - 100:

increasing LAI

− LAI: first stagnation, then increase again meteorological parameters seem to 

have limited growth possibly snow, overcast or drop in temperature

− EVI: steady increase, but little data points possibly snow or overcast

• DOY 100 - 120:

decrease in LAI after cut / grazing

− LAI: immediate increases after cutting

− EVI: stays low until DOY 130 satellite captures length of grazing period

RMSE and R2 do not capture the entirety of the relationship. Both data sets

show a large spread of values and have their limitations:

• EVI:

− Small parcel size: mixed signal in Sentinel-2 pixels at 10 m

resolution

• Biomass:

− Unclear location of some parcels

− Extent of parcels are unclear

− Grass length shows great variation within a single parcel

− Reference area on which the grass was harvested is relatively small
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(1) Shape file of 

field parcel

(2) Sentinel-2 

image download [1]

(3) Snow, cloud and 

shadow removal

(4) EVI calculation 

per parcel

(5) Generate time series curve of median EVI [2]

Figure 1: Workflow to generate EVI curves from Sentinel-2 images.

Objective

Develop a method to 

estimate grass growth

using satellite data time 

series along with an

RTM inversion-based

LAI retrieval approach.

Conclusion:

Literature suggests that biomass can reliably be estimated from satellite derived EVI [3], 

however, prerequisite to confirm this are reliable EVI and biomass data.
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